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Identity and access management (IAM) software enables you to

define and manage the roles and access rights of individual network

users, and control the circumstances in which users are given or

denied those rights. These users may be staff members (employee

identity management) or consumers (customer identity

management).

In short, IAM software gives access to company IT assets to relevant

users in the proper context, from user onboarding to a system to

permission sanctions and finally user offboarding as required in a

timely manner. With an IAM platform, admins can alter a user’s role,

monitor their activities, generate reports on the activities, and

implement ongoing policies.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Identity & Access Management
Software based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT CYBERARK

CyberArk is the only security
company laser-focused on striking
down targeted cyber threats, those
that make their way inside to
attack the heart of the enterprise.
Dedicated to stopping attacks
before they stop business,
CyberArk is trusted by the world’s
leading companies -- including 30
of the Fortune 100 -- to protect
their highest-value information
assets, infrastructure and
applications.
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Featured Testimonials

CyberArk Privileged Account Security really is a great, all-round solution – not only does it
manage, secure and monitor our privileged accounts, it also allows us to maintain compliance
with a number of regulations, such as Sarbanes Oxley, which is hugely beneficial to us.

KARON DAVIES
GLOBAL SECURITY PRIVILEGED ACCESS MANAGER, BT

We’ve found CyberArk can centrally manage, collect and report on privileged access activity for
us. With Policy and Architecture teams on our side, we’re collaboratively designing controls and
evolving policies — bringing them into close alignment to drive internal adoption, and
potentially, better protect the organization.

JOEL HARRIS
MANAGER, NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK

We have thousands of privileged accounts managed by CyberArk. We have
taken care to ensure that people only have the level of access that is needed.
We deny by default, then allow based on needs, granted by approval.

MIKE BRANNAN
DIRECTOR, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY

From a security perspective, using CyberArk is the best approach because there is now
only one source/point of connection. We no longer have to manage multiple points of
access. With CyberArk in place, we’ve simplified the process of managing security.

MARCOS HENRIQUE IGUTTI
INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGER, FS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT FORGEROCK

ForgeRock®, the fastest growing
identity relationship management
vendor in the world, is building
secure relationships across the
modern Web. Focused on using
online identities to grow revenue,
extend reach, and launch new
business models, ForgeRock’s
Open Identity Stack powers
solutions for many of the world’s
largest companies and
government organizations.
Founded in 2010, ForgeRock’s
leadership team brings 80
combined years of experience in
the software industry and includes
open source icons and innovators,
with investors from three of the
leading global venture capital firms
– Accel Partners, Foundation
Capital and Meritech Capital.
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Featured Testimonials

We selected ForgeRock as our technology partner because of their understanding of identity and access
management in today’s global and mobile economy. Open Identity Stack is the relationship management
solution that was essential in creating a highly secure, scalable, and latest generation e-commerce platform
for our diverse network of customers and extensive business operations.

ASHISH JAWADIWAR
VICE PRESIDENT, CHIEF INFORMATION & DIGITAL OFFICER, AXALTA

We selected ForgeRock as our IAM technology partner because of their success in delivering the
Open Identity Stack in an easy-to-deploy, highly scalable approach to enterprise, cloud and
mobile environments. To us, ForgeRock understood what it meant to create a modern,
best-in-class Web experience for our large and exceedingly diverse customer base.

GREG KALINSKY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, GEICO

We now federate all protocols with ForgeRock Access Management, managing the single sign-on
process for internal users for all applications. To access resources, users simply enter their login
details on the IMD portal, and ForgeRock Access Management provides access to all the relevant
resources for their individual profile.

ROBERT VON BISMARCK
STEMS ADMINISTRATOR, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT

The ForgeRock Identity Platform focuses on IAM and CIAM use cases supporting on-premises,
cloud, and hybrid delivery models. Another area of ForgeRock’s strength is IoT support APIs that
can associate identities for smart, constrained and edge devices. ForgeRock is amongst the
leading-edge vendors in the IAM space and should be considered in product evaluations.

RICHARD HILL
KUPPINGERCOLE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT OKTA

Okta is an enterprise grade identity
management service built from the
ground up in the cloud and
delivered with an unwavering
focus on customer success. With
Okta, IT can manage access across
any application, person or device.
Whether the people are
employees, partners or customers
or the applications are in the cloud,
on-premises or on a mobile device,
Okta helps IT become more secure,
make people more productive, and
maintain compliance.
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Featured Testimonials

We use Okta to decide who gets access to certain apps, data, or systems. With
Okta, we know who is requesting access, and whether or not they're using a
device we can trust.

CURTIS SALINAS
SENIOR DIRECTOR, STRATEGIC PLANNING & OPERATIONS, SLACK

Okta was a game-changer for us. Having an authentication platform that you
can easily integrate with greatly accelerates the underlying system you’re
trying to build.

WARREN MCNEEL
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF IT, T-MOBILE

We have been able to deploy more than 120,000 users across 60 countries in
less than six months. Our partnership with Okta was essential to get that
done.

CLAUDE PIERRE
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, ENGIE

Now, each customer has a single identity. We give them tailored customer
experiences, but that doesn't mean they need three different user IDs and
passwords.

RAMIYA IYER
GVP, IT DIGITAL, DATA AND PHARMACY, ALBERTSONS COMPANIES

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ONELOGIN

OneLogin is a cloud-based Identity
and Access Management (IAM)
provider for the modern
enterprise, with an
industry-leading SSO and
identity-management solution.
Over 2,000 enterprise customers
trust OneLogin to secure and
manage identities in cloud, legacy
and hybrid environments.
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I love being able to assign applications to OneLogin Groups because it allows me to control
access to each application via Active Directory. And if someone leaves the company, I can turn
off access to all apps at once. That’s both good security and good housekeeping.

HIEG KHATCHERIAN
MANAGER OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS, VISION CRITICAL

OneLogin helps Hailo stay PCI Compliant by centralizing access control and traceability across our
corporate intranet, public cloud applications and social media accounts. I can protect privileged acces to
DevOps infrastructure like Amazon Web Services by providing team members with access to dev and
production accounts, but without ever having to disclose any usernames and passwords.

KEVIN SANDOM
SENIOR LINUX ADMINISTRATOR, HAIL

OneLogin is a unified access management platform that allows clients to have centralized access and meet the changing
needs of your business securely, reliably, and simply. Weidenhammer has chosen OneLogin as a strategic partnership
because security is at the front of every conversation and solution we provide clients. OneLogin provides a layer of security
that helps to prevent endpoint breaches, and we know that this is one of many areas our clients are concerned with
securing.

DON DOUGLAS
MANAGER – PLATFORM SOLUTIONS, WEIDENHAMMER

It’s a matter of minutes to onboard and provision users. We simply create user
accounts in OneLogin with the relevant access privileges and they are
deployed into our G Suite environment seamlessly.

ALEX FRIEDRICH
IT SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR, ORDERBIRD

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PING IDENTITY

Ping Identity is the leader in
Identity Defined Security for the
borderless enterprise, allowing
employees, customers and
partners access to the applications
they need. Protecting over one
billion identities worldwide, the
company ensures the right people
access the right things, securely
and seamlessly. More than half of
the Fortune 100, including Boeing,
Cisco, Disney, GE, Kraft Foods,
TIAA-CREF and Walgreens, trust
Ping Identity to solve modern
enterprise security challenges
created by their use of cloud,
mobile, APIs and IoT.
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With PingFederate in place, our customers are thrilled to have smooth, secure
SSO access to the support sites they use each day for product updates,
self-service support and reporting.

ALLAN RIXEN
HEAD OF IT, PALO ALTO NETWORKS

To become truly student-centric, our IT department had to provide secure and
seamless anytime, anywhere, any-device access to university resources.
PingFederate helped us accomplish exactly that.

ERIK VIENS
EXECUTIVE VP OF TECHNOLOGY AND CIO, ACADEMY OF ART UNIVERSITY

Ping provides the perfect modular components we need to realize our customer
identity and access management vision. The flexible CIAM platform allows customers
to have a secure, unified profile and set of credentials to access all of their various
services.

STEPHANIE KESLER
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECT AND TECHNOLOGIST, GCI

PingID not only met all of our security requirements, but on top of that, our
users really liked it. We had a hundred people pilot it with zero issues. We
could tell that this was going to be the right product.

BRIAN LEWIS
IAM SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT, GSK

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SAILPOINT TECHNOLOGIES

SailPoint, the leader in enterprise
identity governance, brings the
Power of Identity to customers
around the world. As the
fastest-growing, independent
identity and access management
(IAM) provider, SailPoint helps
hundreds of the world's largest
organizations securely and
effectively deliver and manage
user access from any device to
data and applications residing in
the data center, on mobile devices,
and in the cloud. SailPoint
innovative product portfolio offers
customers an integrated set of
core services including identity
governance, provisioning, and
access management delivered
on-premises or from the cloud
(IAM-as-a-service).
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With IdentityIQ, we now have an established set of processes in place to
manage identities and access rights as we add new internal users, new
applications, and as we invite external users into our application.

EMMANUEL DAVID
SECURITY ARCHITECT, AXA

By using roles to request, approve and certify user access privileges, BNSF will be able to simplify
its user administration and compliance processes. SailPoint IdentityIQ will allow us to enforce
and verify role-based access across our critical enterprise applications using a streamlined,
automated approach.

BART BOUDREAUX
DIRECTOR, TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, BNSF RAILWAY

With SailPoint, we can automatically review access for all our users in one
place, instead of opening up each application separately. We’ve also been able
to reduce the time it takes to provide system access by 80%.

BART LUDWIG
MANAGER, IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT, FINNING

SailPoint’s market leadership is why we partnered with them on our identity
governance program. Their expertise and guidance connecting our global
users safely and securely has been invaluable.

CHRISTOPHE VERNANT
GLOBAL HEAD OF IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT, SANOFI

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT AVATIER

Avatier develops software and
delivers services that automate IT
operations. Their identity
management and access
governance solutions make
organizations more secure and
productive in the shortest time at
the lowest costs. Avatier is the only
company providing solutions that
adapt to the needs of the business
user delivering a unified
framework for business processes
across operations.
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We simply couldn’t have asked for a better IAM solution.
KRIS SINGLETON
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, COSMOPOLITAN OF LAS VEGAS

UserIDs and password management were a big problem, and Avatier
helped us fix those problems in a timely fashion.

AMIR KASSEM
CHIEF OF ADMISSION OFFICER, PARKLAND COLLEGE

Password Station saved us a lot of pain. It’s been a lifesaver for me.
DANIEL BELANGER
IT TECHNICAL MANAGER, ST. TAMMANY PARISH HOSPITAL

Password Station has been well accepted, especially by our field
auditors.

MIKE BORLAND
ASSISTANT CIO OF INFRASTRUCTURE, ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO TAX AND TRADE BUREAU

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CORE SECURITY

Core Security, a HelpSystems
Company, provides intelligent,
actionable insight about who and
what is most vulnerable in your IT
environment—enabling you to be
proactive in your security
approach. With the right
combination of security risk
management solutions, you can
intelligently protect what’s most
important to your business. Secure
valuable data, assets, and
applications in your organization.
Core Security provides
leading-edge cyber threat
prevention and identity
governance solutions to help you
prevent, detect, test, and monitor
risk in your business.
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Compliance and the protection of sensitive information are critically
important to our Medicare Advantage operations, so building a strong
Information Security program has been key for Cigna-HealthSpring.

ANDY FLATT
SVP AND CIO, CIGNA-HEALTHSPRING

What won it for Core Security was the solution’s ease of implementation and
simplicity, combined with the fact that it offers so much functionality behind
the scenes.

PAUL WILLIAMSON
PROGRAM MANAGER FOR GATEWAY, WEST MIDLANDS POLICE

By automating the provisioning process, WellSpan was able to drastically reduce time to access
from months to mere minutes. The time and cost savings of provisioning 40-60 new hires and
de-provisioning ten to 20 terminations per week are more than significant.

WILLIAM GILLESPIE
VP AND CIO, WELLSPAN

[Security Auditor] reminds me of any policy exceptions every day, so nothing slips
through the cracks. We're doing more with less, and we don’t want to go looking for
the problems, we want them to come to us. [Security Auditor] accomplishes that for
us.

STEVE MULDER
LEAD SYSTEMS SUPPORT SPECIALIST, AMWAY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT FRAUD.NET

Fraud.net is a leader in AI-powered
enterprise risk intelligence. Their
award-winning fraud detection
platform helps digital businesses
to quickly identify transactional
anomalies and pinpoint fraud
using artificial intelligence, big data
and live-streaming visualizations.
Over 3 billion customer data
records were stolen in 2018 and
the number of breached records is
expected to reach 5 billion in 2022.
As businesses digitize their
operations at unprecedented
rates, they also create
vulnerabilities. As a result,
cybercrime is projected to grow
400% between 2017 and 2022
when the associated cost to
business globally is expected to
reach $8 Trillion. Contact them
today to discuss a strategy best
suited for your organization.
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Fraud.net’s solutions and teams far surpassed our expectations, delivering tangible value within
90 days. We gained $100mm in new sales, reduced fraud by 30%, and enabled our team to
operate more effectively and efficiently. Their platform is indispensable. And their 3rd party data
integration simplified reviews, leading to valuable savings in time and money. Their expertise is
unmatched.

ONLINE TRAVEL AGENCY

We had only been using a handful of datapoints to flag suspicious transactions, so the ease with which we could gain
access to hundreds of additional datapoints has been the best feature for us. The rules engine and dashboard is clean and
concise, helping us make much better decisions and much faster than in the past. Took a little time to understand some of
the data for it to be meaningful for us, and for us to write rules with it. Highly recommend trying it out. It's been a
no-brainer for our business. Fraud.net allowed us to add a multitude of checks and rules to help us catch more fraud and
confidently approve more questionable orders. Quick ROI.

DIGITAL VENDOR

Using this on the backend with some of our properties and it's been very helpful. The amount of data available can be
overwhelming, so make sure you work with reps to understand and get the best use out of it for your needs. Give them a
call and see what they can uncover for you to help your business. We work in publishing and ecommerce so are concerned
about the source, quality and validity of our web traffic. Fraud.net helps us identify good and bad traffic, device
authentication and malicious bots, helping us with various business, technical and operational issues.

ONLINE VENDOR

The traffic and device data that Fraud.net provides is excellent, as well as alerts on bot
and suspicious website visitors. Some of the information was hard to decipher at first,
but they've added more detailed explanations to help out. Our advertisers require
authentication of traffic and fraud.net does a great job of that.

DIGITAL MARKETING WEBSITE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HID GLOBAL

HID Global is the trusted source for
innovative products, services,
solutions, and know-how related to
the creation, management, and
use of secure identities for millions
of end-users around the world. The
company’s served markets include
physical and logical access control,
including strong authentication
and credential management; card
printing and personalization;
visitor management systems;
highly secure government and
citizen ID; and identification RFID
technologies used in animal ID and
industry and logistics applications.
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Having looked at several logical access solutions that are currently available on the market,
Crescendo was the only real option for the college. Crescendo allowed us to use the same card
for physical and logical access control, it is compatible with Windows and has a straight
forward set-up.

SATEL NAIK
TECHNICAL SERVICES MANAGER, CITY COLLEGE COVENTRY

HID Global’s products have been used for setting up the entire access control
system. Our clients are satisfied with HID Global’s products in terms of its
brand awareness, system stability and product functionality.

WANG WEI
PROJECT MANAGER, BEIJING SPORT UNIVERSITY

For access control, HID Global was the ideal choice as it offered a high
level of security, functionality and the interoperability that we required.

EMMANUEL LÁZARO
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN, NORVENTO

With the new lock and mobile access model, I didn’t have to worry that keys to
my office might be lost or distributed to unauthorized people, and I could
more easily keep track of who was coming and going.

MICHAEL W. MAHAN
SVP SPECIAL MARKETS, GOOD TECHNOLOGY
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ABOUT IDENTITY AUTOMATION

Identity Automation has focused
on intelligently automating
provisioning, access, and account
management from the start.
They’ve never stopped improving,
making their solutions even more
powerful and seamless for
organizations of all types and sizes.
Today, RapidIdentity is the most
powerful and complete IAM
platform available, managing
millions of identities for more than
675 organizations worldwide.
RapidIdentity addresses not only
web single sign-on needs, but also
fully automated lifecycle
management and provisioning for
ALL users, integrated privileged
access management, delegated
identity administration, password
management, comprehensive
multi-factor authentication, and
more.
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With RapidIdentity automating the majority of our access and identity processes and
governance, our IT team can focus on other pressing priorities, knowing that nothing
will fall through the cracks and our system is more secure.

RANDAL PHELPS
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, EAST SIDE UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

When we saw that RapidIdentity could link data from our internal systems,
populate Active Directory, and automatically create accounts with the right
destination systems and security accesses, we just said wow.

STEVEN HOYLE
DIRECTOR OF IT SERVICES, LINCOLN COUNTY SCHOOLS

Every Identity Automation technician was highly professional, kept us
up-to-date on the project’s status and roll-out, and provided a high-quality
workflow solution, on time and on budget.

DANIEL CORTEZ
SYSTEM ADMIN GROUP MANAGER, HOUSTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE

The first time our students log into the RapidIdentity Portal, they get single
sign-on access to their applications, textbooks, and course materials. It’s now
a secure, hasslefree experience for students.

CANDI AMOS
PROJECT LEAD, GRAPEVINE-COLLEYVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
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ABOUT LOGINRADIUS

LoginRadius started out in 2012
with the goal of helping companies
better connect with their online
customers. Since then they’ve
grown to meet the diverse
Customer Identity needs of their
clients—empowering them to
become a global leader in
Customer Identity and Access
Management. They work
passionately to help thousands of
businesses worldwide simplify
Customer Registration and Identity
Management.
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LoginRadius’ ability to integrate a vast number of enterprise solutions made us feel confident that they could handle our
specific needs, including the integration with ExactTarget. The deployment of the solution was smooth, and the timeframes
were upheld with continued support. Overall, we were incredibly satisfied with our experience with LoginRadius, and would
recommend them to anyone seeking to have their customer identities managed in a secure and reliable manner.

KEITH MASON
HEAD OF ONLINE PLATFORMS, BAUER XCEL MEDIA

LoginRadius’ understanding of identity management in the complex digital space is uniquely
complementary to our core requirement. We approached the CIAM giant to build a robust
healthcare data protection program where patient information and admin accounts remain
secured and are only accessible by the authorized person.

MATT CURYLO
CREATIVE DIRECTOR & DIRECTOR OF UX, BROADCASTMED

Methodical and customer-focused, LoginRadius was the perfect partner for the company-wide,
integrated, tailor-made solution we needed. Excellent communication, comprehensive
documentation, and a very professional approach; LoginRadius is the team for the job.

RALPH BECKER-HEINS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SAFEBRIDGE

We wanted to make sure the identity provider we chose would meet all the North American and European
privacy laws, so that our user data was secure and safe. We also wanted the system to be highly available,
and could scale to the extent in which we are planning on growing our user base. LoginRadius met all our
requirements on performance, scalability, security, and features that we needed in our system.

ANNE STEPTOE
DIRECTOR OF SOFTWARE INFRASTRUCTURE, PELMOREX CORP.
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ABOUT OMADA

Omada is a market-leading
provider of IT security solutions
and services for identity
management and access
governance enabling organizations
to achieve compliance, reduce risk
exposure, and maximize efficiency.
Omada’s solution empowers
enterprises to manage identities
across heterogeneous IT-systems
and is acclaimed for its
business-centric approach and
high adaptability.
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For various reasons Omada has been chosen as the solution to address our identity and access management needs. The
main reasons for choosing OIS include its intuitive user interface, direct connectivity to Active Directory as well as
automation of lifecycle processes such as employees and contractors joining the company, leaving, or changing
departments. The Omada Identity Suite and its comprehensive recertification features allow us to map our demands at the
very early stage of the product implementation. Omada offers the most suitable tools to align with our processes when it
comes to implementing processes such as role modelling and role-based user rights management.

LOTHAR KLOSE
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT, IT USER SERVICE, BARMENIA VERSICHERUNGEN

The solution has brought about immense savings for the Ministry when it comes to controlling
our identity management processes. The Omada Identity Manager solution has reduced the
complexity and workload involved in order to coordinate tasks and progress.

MARTIN NIELS PEDERSEN
IT MANAGER, MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS

Omada gives us the opportunity to automate our user and authorization management in the
long run and to realize efficient, transparent processes for our employee administration. All our
staff will benefit from the implementation of standard processes and an increased IT security.

ULRIKE SCHLUTT
PROJECT MANAGER, CUSTOMER SERVICE CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY, LIEBHERR

Omada’s consultants have delivered a great solution and beneficial advice
based on their best practice experience in solutions for identity and access
governance.

MICHEL BEAUVAIS
HEAD OF SHAREPOINT MANAGEMENT, DSB
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ABOUT ONE IDENTITY

One Identity solutions eliminate
the complexities and
time-consuming processes often
required to govern identities,
manage privileged accounts and
control access. Their solutions
enhance business agility while
addressing your IAM challenges
with on-premises, cloud and hybrid
environments.
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Identity Manager checked all the boxes. We deployed the solution in a phased approach, with
Phase One establishing the core provisioning, workflow and attestation paradigms for our core
systems—Active Directory, ERP and ITSM. Phase Two expanded those capabilities to additional
systems.

VOLKER KLEMM
PRODUCT MANAGER—IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT, OTTO GROUP IT

Cloud Access Manager enables us to control the access of cloudbased applications through our
existing identity management solution. Users can log on to Cloud Access Manager and then go
to Salesforce, without having to authenticate to Salesforce. And if we disable a user in AD for
some reason, the next time they click a button in Salesforce, they’re logged out.

WAYNE SMILEY
SENIOR IS PROJECT ENGINEER, DELL

One Identity Manager provides the tools we need to control and manage all of
the roles and security permissions we have to deal with. Its level of flexibility
and governance across our very diverse identity landscape is ideal for us.

MOHAMMAD FAYAZ
IT APPLICATIONS MANAGER, CANADIAN UNIVERSITY DUBAI

Thanks to One Identity’s Safeguard for Privileged Sessions, Bouygues Telecom
has a tool for controlling administrators’ access to network equipment while
meeting the regulatory requirements for traceability.

PIERRE GRANGER
HEAD OF NETWORK SECURITY OPERATIONS, BOUYGUES TELECOM
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ABOUT SECUREAUTH

SecureAuth Corporation, creators
of the groundbreaking SecureAuth
Identity Provider™ (IdP) solution
for the borderless enterprise, was
co-founded by CEO Craig Lund and
CTO Garret Grajek in 2005.
SecureAuth IdP turns any
enterprise into an identity provider
capable of enforcing 2-Factor
Access Control in a single,
cost-effective solution. Fueled by
the cloud and mobile phenomenon
and the security requirements
these disruptive computing
platforms require, SecureAuth has
experienced an accelerated rate of
growth.
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For more than two years, we’d been beating on vendors’ doors trying to get them to integrate
strong authentication with Juniper’s SSL VPN. No one would do it. With SecureAuth, in a matter
of two weeks we went from initial talks to a pilot. Each time we asked for additional features,
they delivered – usually within a day or two.

TODD GREENE
MANAGER OF INFORMATION SECURITY, CAROLINAS HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

Our idea of how long it would take to get an authentication solution in place
completely changed when we started working with SecureAuth. We were
delighted when we realized it would take hours, not days or weeks.

CHAD HOGGARD
MANAGER, INFORMATION SECURITY ARCHITECTURE, SEATTLE CANCER CARE ALLIANCE

[SecureAuth] worked with not only our main Citrix-based application, but all
other types of different applications, from VPN to web reverse proxy to
cloud-based SaaS apps. It was a home run in every category.

MATT JOHNSON
MANAGER OF SERVER ENGINEERING, HOUSTON METHODIST

The ability for us to utilize the enhanced functionality of SecureAuth in order to provide better
user experience in terms of ways to authenticate, ways to fingerprint someone, really was an
easy cost justification when we talked about how do we secure that data considering it is our
intellectual property.

SEAN VENTURA
MANAGER, IT SYSTEMS INFRASTRUCTURE AND SECURITY, ESCO
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ABOUT MY1LOGIN

My1Login is a European leader in
protecting against enterprise cyber
security threats through its Identity
and Access Management solutions.
The trend towards SaaS has moved
Enterprise identities outside the
traditional corporate
infrastructure, exacerbating the
challenges of identity sprawl,
password fatigue, resets and
compliance adherence. My1Login’s
next generation Identity and
Access Management solution
enables organisations to overcome
these challenges by providing a
single user identity for employees,
improving productivity and
eliminating security threats.
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My1Login’s IAM solution enabled us to solve a range of challenges, from cyber
security risk and improving efficiency within the business, to reducing the time
our IT team would spend on non-core administrative work.

STEVE LONSDALE
IT MANAGER, RIBBY HALL VILLAGE

My1Login solved this challenge in full. It provided employees with access to all their business systems by
only having to remember one strong set of credentials. Our staff can now sign into their various business
accounts without having to know the individual passwords. For additional security My1Login’s clever
‘white-list’ feature is used to restrict access and only allow them to log into their My1Login accounts when at
work.

ANDY MCKENNA
MANAGING DIRECTOR, BEST RECEPTION

My1Login enabled us to eliminate a number of password-related security risks with granular audit trails around identities
and application access. We also now have a much clearer picture of Shadow IT systems in-use. There are definite benefits to
both security and speed of access to applications. My1Login has helped us identify around 600 business applications
in-use and 100% of these are now integrated with My1Login’s IAM solution, providing Single Sign-on for these apps that is
seamlessly linked to users’ AD profiles. I personally use it all the time and my users love it.

CALLUM MCLEAN
HEAD OF INNOVATION AND DATA, NATURAL POWER

The biggest benefit for us is the secure storage of passwords, and therefore the secure storage of our clients data - a critical
factor for us. Being in finance, security and compliance are a top priority for us and My1Login has addressed all our
concerns in this area of our business. Although we took it seriously in the past, and had developed a secure system (as best
we could), My1Login is a big step up from that we feel 100% confident about password security. As we grow, My1Login is a
solution that can grow with us.

SARAH RIEGELHUTH
CO-FOUNDER, WEALTH ENHANCERS
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ABOUT UBISECURE

Ubisecure is a leading Identity &
Access Management (IAM)
software, IDaaS, and Identity API
provider with a focus on Customer,
Partner & B2B identity
management scenarios. The
company is also a GLEIF accredited,
and now the fastest-growing, Legal
Entity Identifier issuer. Their vision
is to simplify and secure the
automation of interactions through
the three key identity domains;
individuals, organizations and
things at varying strengths of
authentication and levels of
assurance.
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With Ubisecure's identity platform our customers can use a single identity to acquire and use
our brokered cloud applications. Extensive support for IAM standards in the Ubisecure identity
platform helped us standardise the integration between our IAM solution and the cloud services.

PAULA AL-SOUFI
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, DNA TELECOM

I have worked in Identity Access Management for 13+ years and met many
IAM providers. Ubisecure is exceptional in being a dedicated Customer IAM
provider, so I'm really excited to bring Ubisecure's services to the Danish
market.

ILANGUAK OLSEN
OWNER & SENIOR CONSULTANT, IQO.DK

The Ubisecure training days really showcased a well-rounded introduction and deep-dive to the
IAM world. A room full of people with different skill sets were clearly capable of following the
topics. Great initial touch on the subject, followed by specialized talks and actual code examples
really demonstrated the know-how of Ubisecure in the IAM environment.

MATHIEU DEVOS
INTOPALO

IAM Academy was a very informative and clear course, particularly the hands-on labs which
provided practical knowledge of installing, configuring and troubleshooting Ubisecure’s digital
identity technology. The trainers, Sami and Oscar, had excellent knowledge around the topics
and remained flexible to the group’s needs.

JOCHEN NICKEL
COB, INOVIT
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ABOUT I-SPRINT INNOVATIONS

i-Sprint's unique brand of security
products, intellectual properties,
and patents are designed to
exceed regulatory requirements
such as global financial services. By
incorporating the latest mobility/bi
ometrics/cloud/identification
technologies, i-Sprint provides
solutions that ensure secure
access and protection of data,
transactions and assets. i-Sprint
delivers a trusty, versatile and
strong authentication and identity
management platform to secure
multiple application delivery
environments based on a common
security platform.
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Through Universal Sign-On (USO), it achieved centralized management of user login; through Universal
Access Management (UAM), it provides a comprehensive and centralized audit of application access. This
has greatly improved the level of information security. The successful deployment of this project has
significantly improved the Bank’s management and production efficiency, this standardizes the whole user
management process and further strengthen information security.

HARBIN BANK

The unified access project, extended from the internal staff universal authentication
system and authorization management to external users, has positively impacted on
our bank’s security management and business development. We look forward to
having more in-depth cooperation with your company to achieve the win-win goal.

BANK OF LANZHOU

To achieve unified identity management and authorization automation from top to bottom,
internal and external audit to meet business requirements, to improve staff IT application
efficiency, to strengthen supervision rights management and compliance, fundamentally
eliminate the zombie accounts and privileged accounts. This has realized business, regulatory
and IT system maintenance departments initial concept of the system’s outcome.

BANK OF CHINA INSURANCE

A very flexible and scalable component to meet the application security
needs of over 20 applications that enabled e-services for an end-user
population of 2 million users.

INLAND REVENUE AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE
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ABOUT IWELCOME

iWelcome provides Identity &
Access Management as a service
(IDAAS). With iWelcome’s cloud
platform, organizations manage
the identity lifecycle and access of
their consumers, employees,
business customers, partners and
suppliers in a simple, secure and
efficient manner. Their platform
and organisation are engineered to
facilitate the complexity and
security requirements of small and
large enterprise and government
organisations.
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Always ready to think about innovations on our business needs, iWelcome supports
and follows us to provide us with solutions. They meet the expectations of our
evolution request to meet the best customer identity journey of our customers.

LAURE CHAUSSIN
CIAM PRODUCT OWNER, MALAKOFF HUMANIS

The well-functioning infrastructure enables us to develop new products and services. In addition,
the information richness of the infrastructure may further increase, by unlocking the content of,
for example, libraries. With iWelcome’s IAM solution, ThiemeMeulenhoff’s education
infrastructure will further develop as a true digital education platform of global proportions.

MISCHA LUYF
CIO, THIEMEMEULENHOFF

There are not so many players on the market that meet our security needs, like
GDPR, consent functionalities and data centres within Europe. iWelcome does
tick these boxes.

ALEXANDER KESSINGER
HEAD OF CORPORATE MIDDLEWARE, IAM & SECURITY, HELVETIA

iWelcomes IDaaS achieved a tremendous improvement of marketing
power with new opportunities for cross selling.

JIKKELIEN VAN MARLE
BUSINESS PROJECT MANAGER, POSTNL
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